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Part (A) – Introduction 

 The issue of arbitrator bias/conflict of interest has recently been considered 

by the English High Court in the light of the Supreme Court decision in 

Halliburton Co v Chubb Bermuda Insurance Ltd [2020] UKSC 48. 

 The Privy Council has issued important decisions as to the scope of a public 

policy challenge to enforcement of an arbitration award (Betamax Ltd v State 

Trading Corporation [2021] UKPC 14), and the parameters of a “serious 

irregularity” challenge (RAV Bahamas Ltd v Therapy Beach Club Inc [2021] 

UKPC 8). 

 The Supreme Court has confirmed that the statutory requirement for service 

of arbitration proceedings against a State cannot be dispensed with (General 

Dynamics United Kingdom Ltd v Libya [2021] UKSC 22). 

 Most arbitral institutions have reported significant increases in caseloads 

despite the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 ICSID and UNCITRAL have published the third draft of their Code of Conduct 

for Adjudicators in Investment Disputes to set out options for dealing with the 

issue of “double hatting”. 
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Part (B) – Numbers of reported judgments on 

key AA 1996 sections in Jan 2020-Sept 2021 

4 

Section 2020 2021 (up to 

September) 

 

9 (stay of proceedings) 11 9 

24 (power of court to remove arbitrator) 4 4 

44 (court powers in support of 

arbitrations) 

10 5 

67 (no substantive jurisdiction) 10 11 

68 (serious irregularity) 17 12 

101 (recognition & enforcement of NYC 

awards) 

6 4 

103 (refusal of recognition & enforcement 

of NYC awards) 

7 3 

Source: BAILII / Westlaw 



Part (C) – Institutional developments 

 In March 2021, SIAC published its 2020 annual report – 1080 new case 

filings (up from 479 in 2019), total amount in dispute US$8.49bn, parties from 

60 jurisdictions chose to arbitrate at SIAC (India, US and China are the top 

foreign users). 

 In June 2021, LCIA published its 2020 Casework Report – 444 references to 

arbitration (up from 395 in 2019), 86% of parties from outside the UK (up from 

81.4% in 2019). 

 In August 2021, ICC published its 2020 statistics – record 946 new cases (up 

from 869 in 2019), arbitrations seated in 113 cities in 65 countries, average 

amount in dispute US$145m, 38% of newly registered cases are within the 

US$3m threshold for ICC expedited procedure. 

 In September 2021, it was reported that the DIFC-LCIA centre and Emirates 

Maritime Arbitration Centre would be merged into the Dubai International 

Arbitration Centre (DIAC). 

 Third version of ICSID/UNCITRAL draft code of conduct released in 

September 2021: Article 4 gives several options to address “double hatting” – 

Option 1 (“full prohibition”), Option 2 (“modified prohibition”) and Option 3 (“full 

disclosure with option to challenge”) 5 



Part (D) – Bias / Conflicts of interest 

Secretariat Consulting Pte Ltd & ors v A Company [2021] EWCA Civ 6 (11 January 2021) 

 D1 was engaged by C to provide litigation support services and delay/quantum expert 

testimony in an arbitration (Arb 1) commenced against C by a subcontractor. A third party 

engaged D2 to provide similar services in a separate arbitration (Arb 2) against C in 

connection with the same underlying development product. 

 C was granted injunctive relief to prevent D2 from acting in Arb 2, on the basis that D1 had 

owed C a fiduciary duty of loyalty in Arb 1 which prevented D2 from providing similar 

services in Arb 2. 

 The Court of Appeal (Coulson LJ; Males LJ; Carr LJ) dismissed the appeal against the 

injunction: 

– The expert-client relationship might include a duty to avoid conflicts of interest (which 

was one characteristic of a fiduciary relationship), which would not be contradicted by 

an expert’s obligations to the court. 

– But, in the instant case, it was neither necessary nor appropriate to find a freestanding 

duty of loyalty because conflicts of interest were dealt with by an express clause in the 

parties’ contract. 

– D1 owed contractual duties to C to avoid conflicts of interest and the other entities in the 

same corporate group were bound by that duty. 

– D2 had breached that duty by acting for the third party in Arb 2 and the injunction had 

been rightly continued. 
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Part (D) – Bias / Conflicts of interest 

Newcastle United Football Company Ltd v The Football Association Premier League Ltd & 

ors [2021] EWHC 349 (Comm) (24 February 2021) 

 C played in a league owned and controlled by D1 (in which C was a shareholder and bound by 

its Rules). C’s owners wished to sell to a Saudi SWF. D1 informed C that the SWF, because of 

the control it would exercise over C, would be a “director” under Section A of the Rules. C 

disputed that conclusion and commenced arbitration. 

 D2 was one of the arbitrators and he certified his impartiality. Two weeks later, D1’s solicitors 

disclosed to C that (1) they had been in 12 arbitrations with D2 as an arbitrator in the previous 3 

years; and (2) D2 had in the past been instructed by D1 to advise on the scope and effect of 

Section F of the Rules (which, in certain circumstances, prohibited a club from having a 

“director”). D2 declined to recuse himself or to provide a copy of his advice on Section F. D2 

and D1’s solicitor gave witness statements confirming that the advice had not related to Section 

A, only Section F. C sought D2’s removal under Section 24(1)(a) AA 1996. 

 The Commercial Court (HHJ Pelling QC), following a private hearing, refused the Section 24 

application: 

– The test for apparent bias by arbitrators was whether a fair-minded and informed observer, 

having considered the facts, would conclude there was a real possibility of bias. 

– The only relevant dispute  was whether the SWF was a “director” under Section A. The 

tribunal would not need to consider Section F to determine that. Unless there was some 

credible basis for concluding that both D1's solicitor and D2 had lied, a fair-minded and 

informed observer would accept their evidence and assurances at face value. 
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Part (E) – Stays of proceedings 

Irwell Insurance Co Ltd v Watson [2021] EWCA Civ 67 (22 January 2021) 

 C resigned from D and brought claims for unfair constructive dismissal and disability 

discrimination. D went into liquidation. C sought compensation from the insurer under a policy 

(taken out prior to D’s liquidation) covering any liability of D in respect of employment claims 

made against it and containing an arbitration clause which, if breached, would render the policy 

void. 

 The EAT held, inter alia, that, under Sections 1(1)-(2) of the Third Parties (Rights against 

Insurers) Act 2010, D’s liability to C under the insurance policy transferred to C, enabling C to 

sue the insurer without bringing separate proceedings to establish liability in the underlying 

dispute, and that the ET had jurisdiction to entertain the claim against the insurer. 

 The Court of Appeal (Bean LJ; Flaux LJ; Males LJ) dismissed the insurer’s appeal: 

– TP(RAI)A 2010 was aimed at the mischief of the need for a third party to have to issue two 

sets of proceedings in order to make a successful claim against the insurer of an insolvent 

tortfeasor. It would be regrettable if the solution provided by TP(RAI)A 2010 (single action 

against insured and insurer) was not available to claimants raising claims within the ET’s 

exclusive jurisdiction. 

– C could bring such a claim if the ET was viewed as a “court” in Section 2(6) TP(RAI)A 

2010. The ET should be regarded as a “court” for that purpose. Accordingly, the EAT’s 

order lifting the stay imposed by the ET would be upheld and the case allowed to proceed 

in the ET. 

– To allow the insurer to obtain a stay under Section 9 AA 1996 would defeat the TP(RAI)A 

2010. The arbitration clause had to yield to the ET’s exclusive jurisdiction. 
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Part (E) – Stays of proceedings 

Premier Cruises Ltd v DLA Piper Rus Ltd & anor [2021] EWHC 151 (Comm) (1 February 2021) 

 DLA Piper Russia (D1) and DLA Piper UK (D2) were sued in England for professional negligence arising out 

of their legal services concerning a dispute arising out of a shipbuilding contract. D1 had sent to C an 

engagement letter (Russian law/arbitration), which C signed. D1 sought a stay under Section 9 AA1996 on 

the basis that the arbitration agreement in the engagement letter applied retrospectively to work conducted 

before the engagement letter was signed. D2 (which was not party to the arbitration agreement) applied for a 

case management stay. 

 The Commercial Court (David Edwards QC) refused the defendants’ stay applications: 

– Principles of Russian law contractual interpretation were applicable to the construction of arbitration 

clauses. The starting point was the literal meaning of the provision. If unclear, Russian law allowed 

consideration of the contractual context. If still unclear, it was permissible to consider a broader spread 

of evidence, including subjective evidence, to establish the actual intent of the parties. Absent a contrary 

provision, there was a presumption that an arbitration agreement would not apply retrospectively. 

– In the instant case, the there was nothing to rebut the presumption that the arbitration agreement was 

not intended to apply retrospectively. The words “in connection with” were sufficient to indicate that 

arbitrable disputes were not limited to disputes under the terms of the engagement letter, but the use of 

such wide words was not enough to justify a conclusion that the arbitration agreement was intended to 

apply retrospectively. There was also nothing in the engagement letter, which was entirely forward 

looking. 

– D2 was an English LLP. Pursuant to Article 4 of Regulation 1215/2012, the English court had mandatory 

jurisdiction over it. It was not open to an English court to stay a claim against an English domiciled 

defendant in favour of a court of a non-contracting state on forum non conveniens grounds. It was not 

open to an English court to stay proceedings against an English-domiciled defendant on discretionary 

case management grounds where it would undermine mandatory provisions of Regulation 1215/2012. 
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Part (E) – Stays of proceedings 

Mozambique v Credit Suisse International & ors [2021] EWCA Civ 329 (11 March 2021) 

 D6-D10 sought stays under Section 9 AA 1996 of claims brought against them by Mozambique in 

bribery, conspiracy and fraud concerning supply contracts (Swiss law/arbitration). The supply 

contracts had been financed by loans (English law/jurisdiction) guaranteed by Mozambique. 

 At first instance, the judge determined that Mozambique’s claims were not within the scope of the 

arbitration agreements. The supply contracts were important background, but the allegations that 

they were instruments of fraud or shams were not sufficiently connected to come within the 

arbitration agreements. 

 The Court of Appeal (Henderson LJ; Singh LJ; Carr LJ) allowed D6-D10’s appeal: 

– Section 9 AA 1996 was not discretionary. If the relevant “matter” was within the scope of the 

arbitration agreement, the court must grant a stay, unless satisfied the arbitration agreement 

was void, inoperative or incapable of being performed. A “matter” was not limited to causes of 

action, but included any issue capable of constituting a dispute under the relevant arbitration 

agreement. 

– Two-stage test: (1) to identify the matters in respect of which the proceedings were brought; (2) 

to decide whether the parties had agreed that those matters could only be arbitrated.. 

– The judge had correctly construed the construction of the arbitration agreements, but had erred 

in finding that the fraud/sham allegation was not sufficiently connected to the supply contracts’ 

arbitration agreements. Rather, it went to the validity of the supply contracts. 

– Although Mozambique asserted the validity of the supply contracts was not in issue on their 

claim, it was reasonably foreseeable that their validity would be raised by D6-D10 by way of 

defence (including to the bribery/conspiracy claims) and thus qualified as a “matter” for Section 

9 AA 1996 purposes. 
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Part (F) – Enforcement issues 

M v N [2021] EWHC 360 (Comm) (19 February 2021) 

 M obtained a GAFTA award against N and obtained permission to enforce under Section 66(1) AA 

1996. N sought to resist enforcement or to annul the award in Egypt on grounds that payment would 

be contrary to Egyptian public policy. 

 M obtained permission to serve the enforcement order on N out of the jurisdiction and for alternative 

service by email on N’s vice-chairman and by recorded delivery to N’s address, instead of under the 

Hague Convention on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil or 

Commercial Matters 1965 (HSC). N applied to set aside the order for alternative service. 

 The Commercial Court (Foxton J) refused N’s application: 

– The fact a defendant was domiciled in a HSC country was a relevant factor in consider whether 

there was “good reason” to order alternative service under CPR 6.15(1). 

– Where the defendant’s domicile state had registered an objection under Article 10 HSC to service 

otherwise than through its designated authority, CPR 6.15 relief would generally be granted only 

in exceptional or special circumstances. However, there were circumstances in which an order for 

alternative service would be appropriate in HSC cases, including AA 1996 claims. 

– Egypt’s HSC objections meant that service of foreign process could only be validly effected 

through its central authority. The evidence showed that the HSC route would take around 12 

months in Egypt. Other factors in favour of alternative service included (1) it would assist in the 

enforcement of an English-seated award; (2) N had fully engaged in the arbitration proceedings 

culminating in the award; (3) the award debt had been outstanding for 2 years; (4) lengthy service 

delays in service would increase the period during which a challenge to the Section 66(1) order 

might be made; (4) the proposed alternative methods of service were likely to be effective to bring 

the order and application to N’s attention; and (5) M had a contractual right to serve at least some 

of the relevant documents in the jurisdiction in any event. 
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Part (F) – Enforcement issues 

PetroSaudi Oil Services (Venezuela) Ltd v Clyde & Co LLP [2021] EWHC 444 

(Ch) (26 February 2021) 

 D were C’s lawyers in an international arbitration and agreed to hold funds under 

an escrow agreement subject to the tribunal’s orders. The tribunal made an award 

in C’s favour and ordered D to pay the funds to C. 

 The US DOJ threatened D with prosecution if it did so because there was a 

Californian warrant requiring US law enforcement officers to seize the funds. D 

was advised by US lawyers that to pay out the funds would expose D to a real risk 

of criminal prosecution or civil liability. C sought an order, inter alia, that the funds 

be paid into court. 

 The Chancery Division (Miles J) dismissed C’s claim: 

– It was arguable that under US law the Californian courts had in rem 

jurisdiction over the funds by reason of the service of the warrant on D. 

– There was a real (though not high) risk that the DOJ would prosecute D if it 

parted with the funds, even to pay the funds into the English court. 

– Further, the escrow agreement contained various contractual protections for D 

that it remained entitled to. 
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Part (F) – Enforcement issues 

General Dynamics United Kingdom Ltd v Libya [2021] UKSC 22 (25 June 2021) 

 C obtained permission to enforce a NYC award against D (a State) and an order dispensing with 

service of the arbitration claim form and the enforcement order under CPR 6.16 and 6.28. Males 

LJ (on D’s application) varied the enforcement order to require it be served in accordance with 

Section 12(1) SIA 1978 on the basis that that section was mandatory. The CoA set aside Males 

LJ’s order holding that Section 12(1) SIA 1978 did not apply to the arbitration claim form nor the 

enforcement order, and that CPR 6.44 permitted dispensation of service on a State. 

 The Supreme Court (majority: Lord Lloyd-Jones, Lady Arden, Lord Burrows; minority: Lord Briggs, 

Lord Stephens) allowed Libya’s appeal: 

– The sovereign equality of States was best served by clear procedures whereby a State was 

given proper notice in a manner consistent with its sovereign status of any proceedings 

against it and afforded a fair opportunity to respond. 

– Section 12 SIA 1978 established special procedural privileges in proceedings against a State, 

including a mandatory requirement for service through the FCDO (except where the State had 

agreed alternative service under Section 12(6) SIA 1978). 

– In enforcement proceedings, the State was required to be served with either the arbitration 

claim form (in a case where the court required the claim form to be served) or (if not) the order 

granting permission to enforce the award. Both those documents was a “document required to 

be served for instituting proceedings against a state” under Section 12(1) SIA 1978. 

– Where Section 12(1) SIA 1978 applied, there was no power to dispense with service pursuant 

to CPR 6.16 or 6.28. 
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Part (G) – Challenges to Awards 

Black Sea Commodities Ltd v Lemarc Agromond Pte Ltd [2021] EWHC 287 (Comm) (15 

February 2021) 

 On 9 March 2018, the parties agreed certain terms for the sale and purchase of corn. 

Shortly after, C sent D draft conditions (including a GAFTA arbitration clause) it proposed 

to incorporate into the contract. Communications broke down. D asserted that an 

exchange of emails in April 2018 had led to a binding arbitration agreement with no 

objections to the incorporation of the GAFTA arbitration clause during that exchange. C 

denied that there was a binding sale contract, alternatively that any contract there was did 

not contain the GAFTA arbitration clause. The tribunal found there was a binding contract 

on 9 March 2018, including reference to GAFTA. C challenged under Section 67 AA 1996. 

 The Commercial Court (Sir Michael Burton) granted the Section 67 application: 

– The evidence suggested that by 9 March 2018 the essential terms of the contract had 

been agreed, but not the arbitration clause. Neither had the GAFTA arbitration clause 

been agreed to subsequently 

– Before Section 7 AA 1996 could be applied to an arbitration clause, there had to be 

an arbitration agreement. 

– In order to establish incorporation of a GAFTA clause by custom or usage, such 

usage as was alleged had to be “binding” in relation to the market in that it was 

invariable and not simply followed from time to time. D had not advanced such a case 

before the tribunal. 
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Part (G) – Challenges to Awards 

Manchester City Football Club Ltd v The Football Association Premier League Ltd [2021] EWHC 628 

(Comm) (17 March 2021) 

 D alleged C breached its Rules, and used its disciplinary powers in Section W of the Rules to request 

information from C and to appoint a Commission to determine the dispute. C challenged the Commission for 

lack of independence and impartiality. D commenced arbitration under Section X seeking, inter alia, specific 

performance of C’s contractual obligation to deliver up requested information. Under Section X.8, D provided 

a list from which arbitrators were to be appointed. C and D each appointed an arbitrator and the two 

arbitrators appointed a chairperson. C unsuccessfully challenged the tribunal’s jurisdiction and impartiality. 

Shortly afterwards, the disciplinary and dispute resolution provisions in D’s Rules were amended. 

 C submitted that Section X did not apply to a disciplinary matter governed by Section W and that the arbitrator 

appointment process was not independent and impartial. 

 The Commercial Court (Moulder J) refused C’s Section 67/68 AA 1996 applications: 

– Section X provided for the arbitration of “all disputes” and did not exclude Section W disputes (which 

was not the exclusive procedure for determining disciplinary disputes). 

– The test for bias was that in Halliburton Co v Chubb Bermuda Insurance Ltd [2020] UKSC 48. There 

could be no gloss on that test by importing Article 6 ECHR considerations. Halliburton recognised that 

levels of arbitrators’ remuneration could mean they had a financial interest in obtaining further 

appointments, but in the instant case the arbitrators’ remuneration (whilst not insignificant) did not give 

rise to such concerns. 

– Any “management” of the appointment process by D had had no substantive impact. The fact that D 

changed its Rules after C’s initial impartiality challenge did not establish a real possibility that the 

arbitrators lacked independence. 

– Although it was not strictly necessary to decide the point at which the bias test was to be applied, the 

court would have concluded that the relevant time was the circumstances as they existed at the date of 

the hearing (as opposed to the moment the arbitral tribunal was seized of the matter). 15 



Part (G) – Challenges to Awards 

Sierra Leone v SL Mining Ltd [2021] EWHC 929 (Comm) (16 April 2021) 

 Sierra Leone had previously mounted an unsuccessful Section 67 AA 1996 challenge asserting 

the arbitration had been commenced prematurely. Sierra Leone had started and then 

discontinued a second Section 67 challenge. D sought costs on the indemnity basis. D relied 

upon persistent and repeated failures by Sierra Leone to comply with orders (including 

peremptory orders) in the main arbitration and related emergency arbitration, and failure to 

comply with English court orders concerning costs, in addition to the very late service of the 

notice of discontinuance. 

 The Commercial Court (Sir Michael Burton) granted costs on the indemnity basis: 

– Sierra Leone’s constant failure to comply with arbitral orders, including peremptory orders, 

had resulted in severe criticism from the tribunal, which (by a procedural order) had 

imposed upon Sierra Leone a daily penalty of a maximum of US$50,000 for its non-

compliance. 

– Sierra Leone had breached deadlines (which it had expressly agreed to) to comply with a 

court order to pay D’s costs of the first Section 67 application summarily assessed at 

£177,500. By the terms of that order, non-compliance would require Sierra Leone to pay 

£90,000 in respect of security for costs for the second Section 67 challenge. 

– The £177,500 remained unpaid. The sanction of security for costs had been evaded. 

– Sir Michael Burton was satisfied that he was entitled in his discretion, taking into account 

all the circumstances, to order indemnity costs and a payment on account in the sum of 

£210,000. 
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Part (G) – Challenges to Awards 

RAV Bahamas Ltd & anor v Therapy Beach Club Inc [2021] UKPC 8 (19 April 2021) 

 D leased land to C under a 3-year lease with provision for C to renew for a further 3 years provided it gave 6 

months’ notice of such intention. During the original term D claimed the lease was not valid and evicted C. A court 

held the lease was valid and issues of quantum went to arbitration. The tribunal calculated C’s loss of profits 

(allowing a 3-year extension) at $12m, discounted by one third to part of C’s claim that failed, and then discounted 

by a further 15% to reflect that C’s expert’s figures were based on memory and unsupported by documents. 

 At first instance, the Bahamanian court upheld D’s challenge on the basis of “serious irregularity” (Section 90 AA 

2009, based on Section 68 AA 1996) asserting that the tribunal had: (i) failed to act fairly and impartially by 

discounting C’s losses on a basis which had not been canvassed or addressed by the parties and in respect of 

which D had not been given the opportunity to make representations; and (ii) failed to deal with all the issues put 

to it because it had not dealt with D’s argument that C not given notice to exercise the option to renew. That 

decision was reversed on appeal on the basis that D had not alleged “substantial injustice”. 

 The Privy Council (Lord Hodge; Lord Hamblen; Lord Leggatt; Lord Burrows; Lord Stephens) allowed D’s appeal: 

– It was not a requirement of a serious irregularity challenge that there be a separate, express allegation of 

“substantial injustice”, but rather that as a matter of substance, substantial injustice had been established 

and found. 

– In general there would be no substantial injustice if it could be shown that the outcome of the arbitration 

would have been the same regardless of the irregularity. 

– An arbitral tribunal would have failed to comply with its general duty of fairness if a party learned for the first 

time in the award about findings or matters it had not had the opportunity to address. Allegations of failure to 

deal with essential issues had to assessed with a fair, commercial and commonsense reading of the award 

in the factual context of what had been argued. 

– The award was the first time either party heard of the tribunal’s arbitrary deduction of damages by a third. 

The arbitrator had failed to deal with an issue put it which would potentially more than halve a large 

damages award. Those were both irregularities inherently likely to cause substantial injustice. 
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Part (G) – Challenges to Awards 

STA v OFY [2021] EWHC 1574 (Comm) (8 June 2021) 

 D obtained an award against C (a foreign State) on 26 January 2021. C’s solicitors had obtained for an 

extension of time in which to challenge the award, citing a recent change of government and a painstaking 

bureaucratic decision-making process that delayed their engagement. In February 2021, the court 

extended time to 8 March 2021 and ordered that any application for a further extension be served by 5 

March 2021. 

 On 1 April 2021, C’s new solicitors issued a challenge pursuant to Sections 68(2)(c) and 68(2)(d) AA 1996 

and applied for a further extension. 

 The Commercial Court (Butcher J) refused the extension application: 

– The extension application had to be assessed using the Kalmneft factors. 

– The length of the delay in bringing the challenge needed to be judged in the context of the 28 days 

provided for in AA 1996 and (in this case) the length of the extension granted in February 2021. The 

delay was significant and substantial. 

– C had not acted reasonably in allowing time to expire and C had not adequately explained the delay. 

The change of government did not mean C was unable to act in the meantime to challenge the 

award. Bureaucratic decision-making processes did not justify delay. 

– There was no suggestion that D or the tribunal had caused or contributed to the delay. 

– There was no evidence D would be prejudiced by delay, but absence of prejudice was not a 

necessary condition for the refusal of an extension. 

– There was no continuing arbitration that would be impacted by the court’s decision. 

– The grounds merits of the Section 68 challenge were not strong. 

– C had already been given an extension and was solely responsible for failing to utilise that time. It 

would not be unfair to C to deny it the opportunity of having its application determined. 18 



Part (G) – Challenges to Awards 

Betamax Ltd v State Trading Corporation [2021] UKPC 14 (14 June 2021) 

 The appellant was part of a JV carrying out a contract (Mauritian law) with the respondent (a Mauritian 

governmental trading entity). In an arbitration commenced by the appellant following the respondent’s 

termination of the contract, an issue arose as to whether Mauritius’ procurement regime (as amended so 

as to narrow the scope of exemptions) applied to the contract – the effect of which would have meant 

that the contract was unlawful as it had not been approved by Mauritius’ Central Procurement Board. 

 The arbitrator dismissed the respondent’s argument that the dispute was non-arbitrable on grounds of 

Mauritian public policy and held that the contract was exempt from the procurement regime. The 

Mauritian Supreme Court set aside the award on the ground that the contract was in breach of the 

procurement regime and contrary to public policy under Section 39(2)(b)(ii) of Mauritius’ International 

Arbitration Act 2008 (applying the UNCITRAL Model Law). 

 The Privy Council (Lord Hodge; Lady Arden; Lord Leggatt; Lord Burrows; Lord Thomas) allowed the 

appeal: 

– The scope for court review of an award was clearly set out in IAA 2008, and its Section 39 was the 

only route by which the arbitrator’s interpretation of the procurement regime could be reviewed. 

– However, the Mauritian Supreme Court had considered its review was not restricted to what 

constituted public policy, but extended to whether the contract was unlawful. Section 39(2)(b)(ii) 

IAA 2008 did not permit the reopening of substantive issues relating to the interpretation and 

legality of the contract. The Mauritian Supreme Court had erred in reviewing the arbitrator’s 

decision that the contract was exempt from the procurement regime. That decision was final and 

binding and no issue arose as to whether the award conflicted with Mauritian public policy. 

– In any event, the Mauritian Supreme Court had erred in its findings on the exemptions from the 

procurement regime. 
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Part (G) – Challenges to Awards 

Balochistan v Tethyan Copper Company Pty Ltd [2021] EWHC 1884 (Comm) (6 July 2021) 

 TCC alleged that, in breach of a JVA and related agreements, B denied an application in 2011 for a mining 

lease. TCC’s rights were passed to its Pakistani subsidiary (TP). B alleged that TCC bribed government 

officials resulting in illegitimate benefits. B challenged the finding of an ICC tribunal that it had jurisdiction on 

the basis that the underlying contract was void due to the existence of corruption. 

 In related proceedings: (1) the Supreme Court of Pakistan (SCP) had concluded the contracts were illegal 

and void; and (2) an ICSID tribunal had dismissed allegations of corruption and found that B had breached 

provisions of a BIT (the ICSID award was under challenge and B asserted the allegations in the ICSID 

proceedings were different to those in the instant proceedings). 

 The Commercial Court (Robin Knowles J) determined various preliminary issues in favour of TCC: 

– The SCP’s treatment of corruption in its judgment was insufficient for B’s purposes. The SCP had not 

held the contracts void because of the existence of corruption. 

– Section 73(1) AA 1996 precluded B’s corruption allegation. B’s objection before the ICC tribunal had 

been on the basis that the SCP had held the arbitration agreement void (including on the basis of 

corruption). The instant corruption allegation was broader and different. Contending the SCP had 

decided that the arbitration agreement was void for corruption was not the same as raising corruption as 

a jurisdictional objection itself. 

– B had not satisfied the court as to why it could not with reasonable diligence have appointed 

investigators to gather evidence of corruption earlier than it did. 

– B’s corruption allegation was also barred by the doctrine of waiver by election. 

– The SCP had held the arbitration agreement could not be saved by the doctrine of separability. But it 

was TP (not TCC) that was party to the SCP proceedings, and TCC was therefore not barred by issue 

estoppel from asserting separability. Further, B, having stated in the ICC proceedings that the arbitration 

agreement was separable, was now precluded by Section 73 AA 1996 from denying separability. 
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Part (G) – Challenges to Awards 

A v A (Arbitration Guidance) [2021] EWHC 1889 (Fam) (9 July 2021) 

 The husband sought to challenge/appeal a financial remedy arbitral award under Sections 68-69 AA 

1996 and also informally invited the Family Court to decline to make an order in the terms of the award. 

As the Family Court did not have jurisdiction to hear the AA 1996 applications, it was necessary to 

transfer the Family Court applications to the High Court. 

 The Family Division (Mostyn J) dismissed the husband’s challenge and, in light of the “disordered 

procedural steps, together with [his] knowledge of similar procedural chaos in other cases”, gave 

guidance with the approval of Sir Andrew McFarlane P: 

– Haley v Haley [2020] EWCA Civ 1369 had made challenges/appeals against financial remedy 

arbitral awards under Sections 68-69 AA 1996 redundant. The new procedure required clarification. 

– Before any application to challenge an award could be made, there first had to be a Form A on file. 

An application to challenge or implement should be on Form D11 using the FPR Part 18 procedure. 

– Form D11 should be filed within 21 days of the award and should include a statement that it was a 

challenge to an award (giving the date and name of arbitrator). 

– Grounds of challenge should set out the challenging party’s complaints succinctly. Skeleton 

arguments no more than 20 pages plus draft of initial gatekeeper’s order. 

– The gatekeeper should immediately disapply FPR 9.12 and 9.14 which would otherwise be 

triggered by the filing (or unstaying) of Form A, disapply the service requirements in FPR 18.8, and 

direct a hearing by a circuit judge not sooner than 21 days after issue of the challenge. 

– The circuit judge would then conduct a “triage/paper” exercise without a hearing and decide 

whether to the permission to appeal test had been met (if so, an inter partes hearing would be 

directed). 
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Part (G) – Challenges to Awards 

Manchester City Football Club Ltd v The Football Association Premier League Ltd & ors [2021] 

EWCA Civ 1110 (20 July 2021) 

 Moulder J’s dismissal of the Section 67/68 AA 1996 challenges (see slide 15 above) was heard in 

private. In a separate judgment, Moulder J rejected both parties’ submissions opposing publication 

of her judgment, concluding that it was desirable for any judgment to be made public in order to 

ensure public scrutiny and the transparent administration of justice, provided that that could be 

done without disclosing significant confidential information (which was the case here). 

 The Court of Appeal (Sir Geoffrey Vos MR; Sir Julian Flaux C; Males LJ) dismissed C’s appeal: 

– Publication would not cause disclosure of significant confidential information. The existence of 

D’s investigation, the arbitration and C’s arguments regarding having a fair hearing were all 

already in the public domain. 

– There was a legitimate public interest in how disputes between D and its member clubs were 

resolved, and in the allegation of structural bias made by C, which appeared to have led to a 

change in D’s Rules. There was also a public interest in maintaining appropriate standards of 

fairness in the conduct of arbitrations. 

– D had made its support of the instant appeal conditional on being able to freely rely on and 

disclose the judgment in arbitrations against other member clubs. That condition was fatal to 

the appeal. 

– That both parties were opposed to publication was a factor militating against publication, but 

was not to be accepted without scrutiny. 

– C’s case that publication would cause it prejudice or might disrupt the investigation or the 

arbitration was fanciful. 22 



Part (H) – Concluding Remarks 

 The issue of arbitrator bias/conflict of interest remains vexed 

despite (some may even say not least because of), the 

Supreme Court’s decision in Halliburton v Chubb [2020] 

UKSC 48. 

 Section 68 AA 1996 remains the most used (some may say 

abused) provision for challenges to arbitral awards. 

Suggestions for a permission threshold have yet to be 

adopted. 

 The major arbitral institutions, the English courts and those 

involved in proceedings before them were able to move 

relatively promptly (if not enthusiastically) from in-person to 

online/hybrid hearings in the context of the Covid-19 

pandemic. 
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